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ABSTRACT Advancements in technology have made deep learning a hot research area, and we see its
applications in various fields. Its widespread use in silicon wafer defect recognition is replacing traditional
machine learning and image processing methods of defect monitoring. This article presents a review of the
deep learning methods employed for wafer map defect recognition. A systematic literature review (SLR)
has been conducted to determine how the semiconductor industry is leveraged by deep learning research
advancements for wafer defects recognition and analysis. Forty-four articles from well-known databases
have been selected for this review. The articles’ detailed study identified the prominent deep learning
algorithms and network architectures for wafer map defect classification, clustering, feature extraction, and
data synthesis. The identified learning algorithms are grouped as supervised learning, unsupervised learning,
and hybrid learning. The network architectures include different forms of Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), and Auto-encoder (AE). Various issues of multi-class and
multi-label defects have been addressed, solving data unavailability, class imbalance, instance labeling, and
unknown defects. For future directions, it is recommended to invest more efforts in the accuracy of the data
generation procedures and the defect pattern recognition frameworks for defect monitoring in real industrial
environments.

INDEX TERMS Wafer map defects, wafer bin map, defect recognition, deep learning, systematic literature
review.

I. INTRODUCTION
Silicon chips are the backbone of the current digital era.
The advancements in the emerging technologies of Internet
of Things (IoT), Fifth Generation (5G) telecommunication
networks, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and the automotive
industry have propelled their consumption [1], [2]. Keeping
up with the growing demand for semiconductor devices by
embracing the efficient, most suitablemanufacturing automa-
tion practices is more critical in present times. Like other
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manufacturing industries, semiconductor fabrication com-
panies aim for maximum productivity by taking measures
against yield limiting factors. Among several influencing
parameters, wafer fabrication defects are significant [3]. Con-
trolling the ratio of defective Integrated Circuits (ICs) deter-
mines an IC foundry or wafer fabrication facility (fab)’s
productivity and indicates its control on the manufacturing
processes [4]. The defects caused by the frontend operations
in circuit fabrication reflect the manufacturing equipment
and processes’ flaws. They are characterized as random and
systematic defects based on their originating factors [5]. Most
wafers carry a mix of both types. Fig. 1 shows examples
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FIGURE 1. Defect types: (a) Random, (b) Systematic, and (c) Mix of both.

of wafer images having random and systematic defects and
a combination of both. Random defects are attributed to
the manufacturing environment and equipment faults. They
disperse randomly on the wafer map, not appearing in a
specific spatial pattern. The elimination of random defects
requires equipment replacement and intense maintenance of
the manufacturing environment, which is very expensive.
Moreover, even in a near-sterile, perfect setting, the absence
of dust particles cannot be guaranteed, and so the presence
of random defects. Although they occur in acceptably small-
scale, controlling them improves the fabrication yield [6].
Systematic defects are caused by themanufacturing processes
and can be prevented by controlling the causing process.
They appear in specific patterns forming a spatial cluster
correlated to their causing factors. Thus, the identification and
analysis of systematic defects facilitate process engineering
and improve product quality and die yield by minimizing
the rate of defective dies [7]. Defect recognition only targets
systematic defects. Random defects are considered as noise
since their presence adds to the difficulties of the systematic
defect pattern analysis.

IC manufacturing process is divided into four basic steps:
fabrication, probing, assembly, and final test [8]. As shown
in Fig. 2, wafer defects are specified in the wafer probe or
die soring phase, performed immediately after the fabrication.
The functionality of integrated circuits is tested based on their
electrical parameters, and a wafer map is generated, marking
the exact locations of the failed circuits. Wafer maps are
converted into wafer bin maps (WBMs), indicating the die
having a circuit failure as a non-functional or defective die.
Each die gets a bin color based on its category. The wafer bin
map is, thus, an important artifact in the die manufacturing
process, portraying all the normal and faulty dies fabricated
on the wafer. It makes the basis for wafer defect analy-
sis, pattern monitoring, root cause assessment, and process
tracking.

Appropriate defect monitoring practices significantly
affect the defect analysis and the overall yield at a fab.
The conventional ways of defect monitoring rely on domain
experts for manual inspections [9]. However, these tra-
ditional approaches are inadequate in their accuracy and
efficiency. The cost of labor is also of concern. Another
critical factor is the rapidly shrinking size of chips, which
makes human intervention and manual defect monitoring
out of the question. The semiconductor industry has con-
stantly leveraged the latest available technological tools to
reduce production costs and improve accuracy and efficiency.

Hence, various computer-aided methods and automated
visual inspections (AVI) have been widely adopted for defect
monitoring, process improvement, product quality, and yield
enhancement [10]. Image processing and machine learning
methods are prominent in defect patterns analysis [11]–[13].
These methods provide cost-effective defect identification,
improving accuracy and speed. However, the standard image
processing and machine learning methods have their lim-
itations. They are incapable of dealing with large-scale,
low-quality and noisy data. Their reliance on feature engi-
neering is the biggest restrain in their implementation, requir-
ing domain expertise and experience in feature selection.
Hence, data preprocessing under these methods extensively
includes noise filtering, feature extraction and selection
strategies. These intermediate steps are computational inten-
sive. They cause distortion or loss of information, and thus
reduce the accuracy of pattern recognition. The limitations of
conventional methods have paved the way for deep learning
in AVI. The breakthroughs of deep learningmethods in defect
monitoring is replacing the manual and traditional machine
learning, making it a promising research area.

With the rapid development of technology in recent
years, deep learning as a computer-aided algorithm has been
actively realized in many fields [14]. Although it has been
serving the semiconductor industry in many areas [15]–[17],
deep learning’s contribution in detecting and analyzing fab-
rication flaws is tremendous. Fabrication process defects
appear in the form of specific patterns on the silicon sub-
strate. These patterns are captured and reflected as wafer
maps, Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), and Energy
Dispersive X-Ray Analyzer (EDX) images. As deep learning
has proved to be a perfect tool for image processing and
pattern recognition, it is best suited to identify defect patterns
in such images. In addition, the automatic feature learning
abilities of deep methods make them superior. Contrary to
traditional machine learning’s manual feature engineering,
deep networks automatically learn meaningful features from
raw data. Many nonlinear data processing units in the densely
connected hidden layers of deep architectures enable fea-
ture extraction from raw input. Deep learning’s performance
for big datasets, noisy and incomplete data is surprisingly
good [18], [19]. For these reasons, it has been successfully
adopted for wafer map defect detection, identification, seg-
mentation, and classification.

Although, many recent studies have demonstrated the
effectiveness of deep learning for wafer defect pattern recog-
nition, there is a lack of a comprehensive review of the field.
The current study fills this gap by systematically reviewing
the use of deep learning in silicon wafer defect recognition.
This systematic literature review (SLR) investigated the deep
learning algorithms and architectures employed to solve the
specific issues of wafer defect pattern recognition. It cov-
ers the recent four years of literature published on wafer
map defects and deep learning, providing an overview of
what has been done in the field. The focus of the study has
been on answering the specific questions about the learning
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FIGURE 2. Four main stages of IC manufacturing; fabrication, probing, assembly, and final test.

algorithms, network architectures, and the datasets in the
wafer map defect recognizing systems. The results drawn
in this study highlight the challenges in implementing deep
learning systems and devise the future research directions.
It provides a reference for researchers and professionals
working with wafer map defects, guiding them in improving
the current systems and designing new defect-recognition
frameworks.

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows:
Section II describes the SLR method; the research questions,
search terms, data sources, selection, and collection proce-
dures. Section III represents the selected literature and its
statistical analysis. Section IV holds the discussion, catego-
rizes the literature to answer each question, critically ana-
lyzes the findings, and highlights specific issues. Finally,
section V concludes the paper, giving some future work
recommendations.

II. SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW
The three-step process of plan, conduct, and report has been
observed in conducting this SLR [20], [21]. In the plan-
ning phase, research questions were defined, and the review
protocol was established, specifying the publication sources,
search terms, and selection criteria. In the second step, the
literature was collected following the review protocol. The
selected literature was analyzed, extracting and synthesizing
the required data to answer the questions. Finally, the review
results were documented, addressing the research questions
and the objectives of the SLR.

A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The main objective of this review was to determine how
deep learning has been applied for wafer map defects. Fur-
thermore, to look into the applications and how the defect
recognition frameworks have been implemented using the
deep networks. Thus, providing the knowledge of the current
practices to building upon that for further improvement in the

area. Therefore, the following three research questions (RQs)
have been framed:

1) What learning algorithms have been applied?
2) What kind of architecture of the deep network has been

employed?
3) What was the nature of the data used for the network

training and testing?
While scanning the literature, a focused approach has been
followed. Each article has been reviewed to answer the above
questions. The gathered data has been reported in a compre-
hensive way to have a complete picture.

B. REVIEW PROTOCOL
Literature search sources, search terms, selection and rejec-
tion procedures adopted for this SLR are specified as
followed:

1) SEARCH SOURCES
Four popular scientific databases; Scopus, IEEE Xplore, Web
of Science, and Springer Link, were selected to extract the
data.

2) SEARCH TERMS
The investigated topic combines three main search terms:
‘deep learning’, ‘wafer map’, and ‘defects’. Each of the terms
can be searched by multiple alternative words. The most
relevant and commonly used applicable terms were selected
and combined by the ‘OR’ operator. For example, to represent
‘deep learning’, three search terms were identified as ‘deep
learning’, ‘deep network’, and ‘deep architecture’. The other
term for ‘wafer map’ was ‘wafer bin map’ and ‘defect’ was
represented by its only main term. Individual search strings
were concatenated by the ‘AND’ operator to form a search
query. The wild card ‘∗’ has been added to include all verb
forms of the key terms. Full text search has been employed
to capture the maximum relevant literature. Complete search
queries for each of the databases are shown in Fig. 3.
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FIGURE 3. Search queries for each of the databases.

3) INCLUSION
This study is limited to the applications of deep learning
for wafer bin map defects. All primary studies published in
the English language, employing a deep learning algorithm
for wafer map defect classification, identification, detec-
tion, segmentation, clustering, or any other task related to
defect recognition, were included. For a broad search spec-
trum, no limits on the subject areas and time frame were
imposed. However, since deep learning is an emerging field,
the literature returned in response to the search queries,
spanned over recent years; starting from 2017 onwards. The
time period of the selected articles extends over four years
2017-2020. The chosen literature included journal articles,
conference proceedings, and book sections on the explored
topic.

4) EXCLUSION
This SLR includes studies on defects represented by wafer
bin maps. The publications on other forms of images like
SEM (scanning electron microscope) or EDX (energy disper-
sive X-ray) images, or any other format were not included.
In addition, articles in languages other than English were
excluded.

C. LITERATURE COLLECTION
The literature search was performed by supplying the search
strings for each database, as shown in Fig. 3. Total 232 pub-
lications were returned as a response to these search queries.
The search results from each database were assessed accord-
ing to the predefined inclusion/exclusion criteria. In the initial
screening, the review articles and non-English publications
were excluded. Each article was evaluated based on its title,
abstract and a quick review of text to decide its selection or
rejection. This filtration reduced the number of articles to
104. After removing the duplicate articles, 57 publications
were included in the full text assessment, and finally, 44 stud-
ies were selected to be the part of this SLR. The process
of data selection has been shown by Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Review and Meta-analysis (PRISMA)
framework [22] in Fig. 4.

III. RESULTS
The selected publications are listed in Table 1 with the article
title, publication year, source title, and the number of citations
for each publication. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the
publications for 2017-2020. In the yearly distribution shown
in Fig. 5(a), a sharp increase in the literature is noticeable,
with only two publications in 2017 to 25 articles in 2020.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5(b), out of 44 articles, 26 were
published in journals and 18 in conference proceedings.
Fig. 5(c) shows the number of journal and conference pub-
lications each year. The distribution of articles in journals
can be seen in Fig. 6. IEEE Transactions on Semiconductor
Manufacturing is on the top of the list with seventeen publica-
tions. Journal of Intelligent Manufacturing has three articles,
Applied Sciences contained two, and the other four journals
have one publication each. Table 2 shows the names of the 18
conferences for conference articles.

IV. DISCUSSION
To answer the RQs, a detailed study of each publication has
been conducted, extracting the required data. Each article was
analyzed for the problem being solved, the main method,
learning algorithm, network structure, data, and how data
were prepared for the network training and testing. The find-
ings for each RQ are explained in their respective sections as
follows:

A. WHAT LEARNING ALGORITHMS HAVE BEEN APPLIED?
The selection of learning algorithm for a deep network
depends on the nature of the problem and the data. Two
main algorithms; supervised learning for labeled data and
unsupervised learning for non-labeled data are the standard
practices, respectively. Taking advantage of labeled and non-
labeled data, a hybrid approach, combining supervised and
unsupervised methods has also been a choice for more accu-
rate analysis. This SLR has found supervised learning to be
used maximum for wafer defect recognition. The obvious
reason for this was having the labeled defect maps and aiming
to categorize them into known classes. Unsupervised and
hybrid learning have also been employed but comparatively
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FIGURE 4. Preferred reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis (PRISMA) diagram.

less frequently. Table 3 lists prominent references for each
algorithm.

B. WHAT KIND OF ARCHITECTURE OF THE DEEP
NETWORK HAS BEEN EMPLOYED?
There are three main deep networks employed for wafer
map defect-recognition; Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), and Auto-
encoder (AE). We have categorized the literature based on
them. The referring publications have been mentioned in the
respective section of each. The publications which present
a framework based on multiple architectures appear under
all of them for complete characterization. The taxonomy of
the literature followed in this SLR has been shown in Fig. 7.
Following is the review of deep networks:

1) CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
Since CNN is the most cited architecture, we have further
sub-grouped the literature on CNN as custom-made CNN for
single-label defect classification, CNN for multi-label defect
classification, and pre-defined CNN and transfer learning.
A detailed literature review of each topic is given below
and a summary of publications in each category is provided
in Tables 4, 5 and 6.

a: CUSTOM-MADE CNN FOR SINGLE-LABEL DEFECT
CLASSIFICATION
Single label classification refers to the standard classification
problem where a wafer map belongs to only one class. This
section reviews custom build CNN for single defect classifi-
cation, summarizing the important parameters in Table 4.

Based on the selected literature, the first mention of a CNN
for wafer defect classification has been found as part of an
auto disposition system. Lin et al. [23] proposed a system
to reduce engineers’ intervention in the trouble-shooting pro-
cess. However, they provided only a brief description of their
system, not giving the architecture design and details of the
method. The second work in 2017 aimed at semiconductor
yield enhancement by production inspection and monitoring.
Nakata et al. [24] combined data mining and machine learn-
ing techniques in their framework for day-to-day tracking of
manufacturing data. A CNN was used for long-term failure
recurrence monitoring of defect patterns. It was a retrainable,
one-class classifier with five layers whose parameters were
determined empirically. They used to train it on the frequently
occurring pattern, employing unlabeled images to monitor if
that defect pattern emerges again. This limitation of themodel
for only one defect class was the shortcoming of the system.
Also, retraining causes loss of resources, especially in the
case of alternatively reoccurring defects.

From 2018 onwards, a continuous surge in literature
making use of CNN has been observed. Most researchers
presented standalone models, independently performing the
whole task of classification [25]. We also see CNN combined
with other machine learning algorithms in some architectures
to accomplish the job [43].

Nakazawa and Kulkarni [25] proposed a standalone CNN
model for wafer map defect classification and retrieval of
similar maps. It aimed to perform well on the synthetic and
real data and faster retrieval of images from the big library of
wafer maps. They demonstrated the use of synthetic data in
case of imbalanced or limited real data. Synthetic data were
generated with more variations and different from the real
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TABLE 1. Title, publication year, source, and the number of citations of the selected publications.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Title, publication year, source, and the number of citations of the selected publications.

types to cover the identification of the rare events. Although
variations are good for a generalized model, synthetic images
should be closer to the real images if data synthesis aims
at addressing the imbalance. If similar colors were used to
represent identical bin codes or defects, it will ease the pro-
cess of pattern identification [30]. To prove their hypothesis,
Kim et al. [30] presented a neural network-based bin coloring
method and built a four-layered CNN to distinguish good and
bad wafers. However, further classification of bad wafers into
respective defect types was not done, which is required for
complete classification and the defect root cause analysis.
In both of these works, the data imbalance issue was solved
by easy data manipulation. Instead of following conventional
data sampling methods, Nakazawa and Kulkarni [25] pro-
duced an entirely new balanced dataset for CNN training.
Kim et al. [30] followed a batch training for the original
imbalanced data, sampling an equal number of good and bad
wafers in each batch.

Considering defective and regular wafers as two major
classes of patterned and non-patterned images, some stud-
ies employed binary classifiers to sort them out. Then,

the patterned class was further classified into the respective
types. Yu et al. [37] employed two CNNs in their frame-
work; one for detection and the other for classification of
defect patterns. The eight-layered detection model (binary
classifier) sorted the defect images into patterned and non-
patterned classes. The patterned type was further classified
into one of the defect classes by the thirteen-layered clas-
sifier. Furthermore, they extracted the feature set from the
classifier’s fully connected layer and used it for the defect
root cause analysis after reducing its dimensionality by PCA.
They under-sampled the major class (non-pattern) to control
imbalance and expanded the two min classes (Near-full and
Donut) by adding rotated, scaled, and noisy images. Training
images were randomly cropped and rotated. They employed
L2 regularization to reduce overfitting due to non-uniform
class distribution. However, for some of the classes, model
performance was not so good.

Kong and Ni [42] adopted a small LeNet like CNN as
binary classifier for patterned and non-patterned wafers.
Defect patterns on wafers were referred to as gross failing
areas (GFA). Their actual work lies under semi-supervised
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FIGURE 5. Publication distribution: (a) Publications in each year (b) Journal and conference publications
(c) Journal and conference publications in each year.

FIGURE 6. Number of articles in each journal, IEEE transactions on semiconductor manufacturing has highest number
of publications.

and active learning, demonstrating the use of auto-encoders
and ladder network. Jin et al. [43] used CNN as a features
extractor and a combination of error-correcting output codes
and support vector machine (SVM) as a classifier.

The complexity and nature of data are the crucial factors
in determining the network architecture. di Bella et al. [38]
adopted submanifold sparse convolutional network (SSCN)
as a binary classifier for sparse data of larger images.
Dataset was acquired from STMicroelectronics in Agrate

Brianza, Italy, and contained 29,746wafermaps in 12 classes.
The images were extremely big, with a resolution of 20,
000 × 20.000 pixels. In another experiment with WM-811k,
when the wafer map sizes were small, they adopted a standard
CNN. In addition, oversampling was adopted to overcome the
class imbalance. All classes were expanded by adding image
transformations; rotations, horizontal flips, translation, noise
injection and, random mixing of cropped images from less
peculiar classes. Tsai and Lee [55] also presented separate
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TABLE 2. Conference names for 18 conference articles.

TABLE 3. Learning algorithms cited in literature.

FIGURE 7. Taxonomy of literature made in this study.

models for two different real datasets because of the nature
of the data. A lightweight CNN with fewer parameters for
WM-811K was based on depthwise separable convolutions,
a concept borrowed fromMobileNet V1 andV2. The network
for the 21-defect dataset was based on the Residual network.
A convolutional auto-encoder (CAE) was used to oversample
images in each class. The synthesized images further went
through rotations to develop a more robust training set.

Many researchers employed data undersampling for han-
dling imbalance. Shawon et al. [40] used a 3-layered CNN
for the WM-811k benchmark and resolved the imbalance

by data augmentation, adding 2000 images in each type.
A CAE was used for data synthesis. However, they dropped
the max class (non-pattern), including only eight patterned
types in classifier training. Batool et al. [46] introduced
an eight-layered CNN for wafer defect classification. They
employed under-sampling by taking an equal number of
images from each class and dropping the min class (Near-
Full). Also, image transformations were added to bring vari-
ations in the training data. Kim et al. [52] performed wafer
map classification by applying an out-of-distribution or out-
of-domain image detection technique. The CNN architecture
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was based on VGG16 for the dataset of real binary wafer
maps of 13 classes. Class sizes were downsampled to the
min class to have balanced data. Du and Shi [66] proposed
a CNN with global average pooling, replacing flattened and
fully connected layers to reduce the parameter set for faster
training. They excluded the major class (non-pattern) in
model training to reduce its impact on the data distribution.
Although data under-sampling may ease the implementation
or, in some cases, be needed for model comparison, exclud-
ing some of the classes from the available dataset means
providing an incomplete solution. Major and minor classes
are particularly significant in quantifying how much biased a
model is. So, their inclusion in training is critical in building
a fair model.

To construct a well-performing model and reduce the
labeling cost of wafers, Shim et al. [44] introduced active
learning in CNN training. The proposed defect pattern clas-
sification system provided a means for cost effective intel-
ligent labeling and imbalance management. They employed
a small LeNet-5 like structure as a classifier and trained it
incrementally. Each model building iteration followed four
steps: uncertainty estimation, wafer query selection, labeling,
and model updation. Bayesian Active Learning by Disagree-
ment (BALD) and Mean Standard Deviation (Mean-STD)
were selected empirically for uncertainty estimation. The
diversified top-K selection was employed as query wafer
selection for imbalance alleviation.

Shih et al. [48] worked on defect classification of
reclaimed wafers [67] to reduce manufacturing costs by
recovering reclaimed wafers. They employed and compared
three networks, multilayer perceptron (MLP), CNN, and
Residual Network (ResNet), experimenting with different
structures of the networks to find suitable architecture. The
defect patterns were analyzed to determine whether the
wafers could be re-polished or not, also specifying the exact
defect type. The employed models were compared based on
the error loss, accuracy, training time, and the number of
parameters. CNN with properly designed kernels and struc-
tures ranked higher in this comparison because of its lower
error rate, higher accuracy, fewer parameters, and lesser train-
ing and validation time. ResNet stood in the middle and MLP
at the bottom.

Data oversampling is done mainly by data augmentation
techniques. Also, CAE and GAN have been employed for
data synthesis. Saqlain et al. [49] presented an eight-layered
CNN, addressing class imbalance by oversampling through
data augmentation. Alawieh et al. [53] adopted deep selective
learning to construct a CNN with prediction and selection
output. The CNN model was equipped with a reject option,
abstaining predictions for samples with high misclassifica-
tion risk. The model was built on WM-811K, synthesizing
data by a CAE in underrepresented classes. The training set
was further augmented by adding transformations of rotated
images to solve the imbalance. Ji and Lee [58] demonstrated
the performance of CNN on multiple datasets generated
by GAN, augmentation of image transformations, and the

combination of both. To increase the quantity and diver-
sity of the scarce training data, Kang [61] demonstrated the
effectiveness of rotation-based data augmentation in wafer
map pattern classification, adopting a LeNet5 like CNN.
Batool et al. [62] performed augmentation by rotating and
flipping images for imbalance management and robust train-
ing.

Chien et al. [56] demonstrated and compared two ways
of building a CNN for wafer defect classification: a custom-
made CNN, carefully designed model for the specific dataset,
and a pre-trained CNN fine-tuned by transfer learning. Both
methods were equally good and performed better than the
machine learning algorithms; SVM, logistic regression, ran-
dom forest, and soft voting ensemble. A predefined model,
faster-R-CNN pre-trained on COCO and KITTI datasets was
used in the study.

This section has reviewed the literature on single defect
wafer classification by custom-built CNN. We have seen that
different configurations of the CNN have been employed; as
a part of the more extensive framework or a single complete
classifier. The model design was based on the nature of the
data. CNN training was done on real and synthetic images.
Various methods for data synthesis have been employed,
including GAN and CAE. In addition, multiple ways of
imbalanced data handling have been adopted. A summary
of the literature included in this section has been presented
in Table 4. A wafer may carry more than one defect, and a
rigorous analysis requires all of them to be identified accu-
rately. In the next section, a review of the multi defect wafers
has been presented.

b: CNN FOR MULTI-LABEL DEFECT CLASSIFICATION
Identification of multiple defects on a wafer is critical for
accurate defect classification and root cause analysis. Leav-
ing some unidentified defects may lead to incomplete or inac-
curate root cause analysis, affecting the fabrication process
improvement and IC yield. This section reviews the literature
on multi-defect wafer classification.

A multi-defect recognition system based on a randomized
general regression network (RGRN) and CNN was presented
by Tello et al. [26]. First, random defects were removed
by a spatial filter in the data preprocessing step, and data
were divided into single and multi-defect subgroups by a
splitter (Information Gain theory). Then RGRN was used
for single and CNN for mixed defects identification. Real
and synthetic data with seven defect types (three basic and
four mixed types) were employed in the experiments. In their
configuration, splitter is the leading player with maximum
accuracy of 95%. However, RGRN and CNN performance
is relative as they depend on the splitter for their data input.
Following the CNN-only approach, Kyeong and Kim [27]
proposed a mixed defect classification system consisting of
four CNN models for four basic defect types of the dataset.
They demonstrated that a separate model for each type per-
forms better than a single model for all types. The proposed
model was able to identify 16 defect types as combinations of
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TABLE 4. Literature on custom-made CNN for single-label defect classification.

four basic types. Synthetic data were used for model training
and testing. However, only six real wafers were employed
for testing, a significantly small set for a thorough model
evaluation. The system was not equipped with a feature to

return the count of defects if the same defect appeared mul-
tiple times on a wafer. The ensemble of models is easier to
adopt for newmerging defects and addresses class imbalance,
but it means putting more than the required resources for
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the task. Taking this into account, Devika and George [34]
optimally trained a single CNN on four basic types of sin-
gle defect patterns that could detect combinations of the
basic types. For each defect type of the real dataset, more
images were generated by drawing patterns in paint that is
a very naïve approach for such a sensitive task. Also, they
did not provide a comparison of their model against any
benchmark.

To classify multi-defect wafers with overlapping and non-
overlapping patterns, Kong and Ni [32] presented a multi-
step system. First, they employed a binary CNN to classify
wafers with overlapping and non-overlapping patterns. The
wafer maps with a single pattern or non-overlapping mixed-
type pattern were segmented into single pattern maps through
a seed filling algorithm and then classified by a CNN. Then,
overlapped patterns were classified by a primitive template
matching technique. Their subsequent work [60] investigated
more potential ways by employingUNet and CNN in the clas-
sification system to locate and segment the patterned groups.
Overlapping patterns were unwrapped and segmented into
single patterns and then classified. A real dataset with seven
classes of single patterns was used for model evaluation.
The superimposition of single patterns generated new multi-
pattern types. The combination of UNet (for defect boundary
segmentation) with CNN (for classification) improved the
overall system performance.

Some studies introduced variations in the standard CNN
architecture. Byun and Baek [45] used a CAE to initialize
CNN weights. The model was trained on single-type defect
map data and tested on the combination of single and mixed
type patterns. In testing, defect categories were distinguished
based on their probability and a threshold value. Eight classes
from the WM-811k were used as the primary single defect
types, excluding the non-pattern class. Five new classes of
mixed defects were produced bymixing center, scratch, edge-
loc, and edge-ring patterns. The model performed well for
single defects but not for the mixed types. Hyun and Kim [54]
proposed a memory-augmented CNN with triplet loss for
highly imbalanced WBM data comprising mixed-type defect
patterns. Rather than a classifier, CNN trained by triple loss
acted as an embedding function to map high dimensional
WBMs to low dimensional. For class imbalance manage-
ment, a key-value memory module fixed the same amount
of memory for each class. The model was evaluated on the
synthetic dataset of 16 classes; one non-pattern, four sin-
gle and eleven mixed types with different levels of imbal-
ance, and train/test configuration. Wang et al. [59] proposed
a deformable convolutional network for mixed-type defect
patterns by selectively sampling and extracting high-quality
features from mixed wafer defects. They also introduced a
public domain dataset ‘‘MixedWM38’’, having 38 types of
wafer maps. Zhuang et al. [51] employed a deep belief net-
work (DBN), investigating hybrid learning for the task. They
trained an ensemble of six DBNs for six classes of defects
in the real wafer map data and tested it on the wafers having
single and mixed type defects. Lee and Kim [63] presented a

semi-supervised deep convolutional generative model using
labeled and non-labeled data.

This section provided a review of the literature on
multi-defect wafer map classification. Several articles have
addressed the multi-defects problem, employing CNN in
some way. Standalone CNN, an ensemble of CNN, CNN
with variations and combined with other algorithms. Real
and synthetic, both sorts of data were employed for model
training and validation. Since multi-defects are less frequent
than single defects in the real data, multi-defect wafer maps
were generated for system evaluation in almost every work.
Many researchers generated balanced training sets, and less
attention has been paid to address the imbalanced nature of
the data. Furthermore, the scope of the studies was limited
to find a maximum of two defects on a wafer, which is not
a realistic approach. A model should be more generalized in
identifying all defect patterns on a wafer and should report if
multiple defects of the same type are present on a wafer map.
Table 5 shows a summary of the findings in this section.

c: PRE-DEFINED CNN AND TRANSFER LEARNING
Designing a well-suited CNN and training it for a specific
task requires a certain level of expertise. Network train-
ing is resource-intensive; demanding time, computational
resources, and a large training dataset. Pre-defined standard
networks are a solution to the problem. They offer ease
of use and a confidence level in the network architecture.
Furthermore, adopting pre-trained networks through transfer
learning is a less resource-intensive way of having a trained
model than training a newmodel from scratch. In this section,
we review the literature on pre-defined and pre-trained net-
works for wafer map defect recognition.

Ishida et al. [31] compared VGG, AlexNet, and
GoogLeNet, suggesting data augmentation with noise reduc-
tion to achieve higher recognition rates. Among the three
models, VGG performed best for the underlying data. They
applied Hough transformation for denoising random defect
patterns on greyscale wafer images during the data prepara-
tion phase. Then, the clearer images went through rotation
and flipping, producing variations of the quality images and
thus augmenting the data with better object instances. The
training benchmark dataset WM-811K contained nine defect
classes, but the deep network was trained as a binary clas-
sifier for a single target pattern only. All other images were
considered belonging to the non-target class. A cost function
was also employed for imbalance addressing, assigning a
weighted cost to the target class samples in the backprop-
agation phase of the learning algorithm. The weighted cost
was proportional to the class imbalance ratio, i.e., the ratio of
the target and non-target class sizes. In all the cited literature,
this is the only work addressing imbalance by a cost-sensitive
network; an idea that is worth investigating more. Hsu and
Chien [64] presented an end-to-end ensemble model of
LeNet, AlexNet, and GoogLeNet for WM-811k. A weighted
majority function was employed for prediction output, giving
more weightage to high performing base model.
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TABLE 5. Literature on multi-label defect classification.

Maksim et al. [36] selected VGG-19, ResNet-34, ResNet-
50, and MobileNetV2 for comparison and demonstrated their
capabilities for wafer defect classification. To overcome the
scarcity of real data, they used synthetic data along with
the original. The generated images were based on six defect
classes of WM-811k. Models were first pre-trained and
validated on the synthetic images and then trained again
on composite data of real and synthetic images, but only
real images were used for testing. Trained in this manner,
RestNet-50 stood out to be the best among all the comparing
networks. Shih et al. [48] employed ResNet-34 to experiment
with reclaimed wafers defect classification. Cha et al. [65]
used Xception model for wafer defect classification and a
CAE to generate more images, solving the imbalanced issue
of WM-811k.

There are only a few studies on transfer learning. Shen and
Yu [41] employed DenseNet169 with and without transfer
learning and found transfer learning a better approach than
the only pre-defined model. The DenseNet169 was originally
trained on the Imagenet dataset. Their work demonstrated that
transfer learning is a faster and more accurate way of wafer
map defect classification. Chien et al. [56] compared faster-
R-CNN pre-trained on COCO and KITTI datasets and found
the KITTI pre-trained model better than the other. A balanced
data from the four classes of WM-811K was selected for
model retraining.

Park et al. [47] presented an unsupervised clustering
method for wafer defects, employing a Siamese network
for feature learning. The main objective of their work was
to reduce the uncertainty in the manual labeling of defect
classes. Their class label reconstruction method was based
on discriminative feature learning of the Siamese network,
repeated cross-learning of the class label reconstruction, and
Gaussian means (G-means) clustering. The method was ver-
ified on WM-811k and discovered new defect types in the

data which were not known previously when only the manual
labeling by engineers was in effect.

This section has reviewed the work employing pre-trained
CNN and transfer learning for wafer map defects. The promi-
nent networks cited in the literature are ResNet, AlexNet,
GoogLeNet, and LeNet. It has been noticed that transfer
learning from standard datasets in other domains to wafer
defects data provides better results. Table 6 shows a summary
of the findings in this section.

2) GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORK (GAN)
GAN is a hybrid deep architecture, consisting on ‘generator’
and ‘discriminator’ components. It is well-known for data
generation features, but it has not been used much for silicon
wafer defects. Only two studies investigated GAN for wafer
defect classification and data generation. Wang et al. [35]
presented an adaptive balancing generative network (AdaBal-
GAN) solving class imbalance, simultaneously performing
data generation and classification. Ji and Lee [58] demon-
strated the performance of CNN on multiple datasets gener-
ated by GAN, classical augmentation, and their combination.
The model performed better on the data produced by GAN
compared to the classical augmentation. Table 7. lists the
publications on GAN.

3) AUTO_ENCODER (AE)
Several AE types have been employed for various tasks in
wafer defect recognition; feature learning, defect segmen-
tation, clustering, and classification. Tulala et al. [28] used
variational autoencoders for feature extraction from the wafer
map patterns. On the resultant feature set, k-means cluster-
ing was applied to divide wafer maps into disjoint clusters.
Yu et al. [33] used stacked convolutional sparse denoising
auto-encoders (SCSDAE) for effective feature learning from
simulated and real data, employing sampling methods for
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TABLE 6. Literature on pre-defined and pre-trained CNN.

TABLE 7. Literature on generative adversarial network (GAN).

imbalance mitigation. Extensive experimentations demon-
strated the model’s effectiveness on various data composi-
tions. Yu [39] combined stacked denoising auto-encoders
and manifold regularization for robust feature learning
capabilities. Hwang and Kim [50] implemented a variational
autoencoder with Gaussian mixture distribution to extract
more suitable features for clustering. A Dirichlet process was
further applied for automated one-step clustering. Address-
ing class imbalance and classification, Yu and Liu [57]
proposed a two-dimensional principal component analysis-
based convolutional auto-encoder (PCACAE) for wafer map
defect recognition. Unsupervised AE was combined with
conditional two-dimensional principal component analysis
(C2DPCA) for feature extraction. The framework was com-
pared with other deep neural networks in terms of accuracy
and per iteration training time. The performance was better,
especially for the small classes.

Nakazawa andKulkarni [29] presented SegNet, U-Net, and
FCN based autoencoders for detection and segmentation of
abnormal wafer map defect patterns. SegNet and U-net based
networks showed similar training accuracy, while FCN based
architecture performed lower than them.

AE has also been used in wafer defect labeling.
Kong and Ni [42] introduced semisupervised and active
learning in wafer defect classification to facilitate wafer
map labeling. They studied two semisupervised models;

the Ladder network and the semisupervised variational
autoencoder (SVAE). Active learning and pseudo labeling
were adopted for incremental modeling. Comparison with a
standard CNN on two real datasets showed the superiority
of SVAE over the ladder network and the standard CNN.
However, there is a need to experiment with other semisu-
pervised models and different CNN architectures in this area.
A summary of the AE publications has been provided
in Table 8.

4) CRITICAL SUMMARY OF THE RQ2 FINDINGS
A recap of RQ2 shows CNN, GAN, and AE are the principal
components of any deep framework for wafer map defect
recognition. CNN has been the most dominantly used net-
work for classification. Network architectures were designed
to address the needs of the specific datasets of wafer defect
maps. Datasets vary in their types of defects, the number
of defect classes, and class sizes. Also, no standard con-
vention for defect names has been followed in the industry.
Accessibility of data is also an issue. So, every study tried to
come up with a solution for the available data. No general-
purpose architecture is possible in this scenario. Usually,
small CNNs with three to eight layers have been employed
with standard convolutional and pooling layers. Some of the
studies experimented with network regularization methods,
batch normalization, and dropout. Pre-defined networks and
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TABLE 8. Literature on auto-encoder (AE).

TABLE 9. Network architectures.

transfer learning have also been practiced. GAN has been
used for data synthesis and classification. AE has been used
for CNN weights initialization, features extraction, classifi-
cation, clustering, and data synthesis. The combination of
these architectures has also been investigated. However, there
is still a need to experiment with network configurations,
investigating the effects of the cost function, learning rate,
and other network parameters. Also, there is a lack of defect
monitoring systems tested in real environments and verified
by domain experts. A summary of the architectures and ref-
erences cited in answering RQ2 is presented in Table 9.

C. WHAT WAS THE NATURE OF THE DATA USED FOR THE
NETWORK TRAINING AND TESTING?
A review of the sources and types of the wafer map defect
data for the deep network training and evaluation has been
given below:

1) REAL AND SYNTHETIC DATA
Two types of datasets have been employed for the deep model
evaluation; real and synthetic. Since real defect data from
fab is not accessible, most researchers build their models
on the public domain data or artificially synthesized dataset.

Public domain or open-source datasets act as a benchmark in
model comparison. Synthetic data are frequent, especially for
multi-defect applications where the real dataset lacks wafers
with multiple defects.

2) DATA AUGMENTATION
Various ways of data synthesis have been followed for gener-
ating wafer maps. In some cases, defect maps were produced
from scratch by statistical methods, following the probability
distribution algorithms. In others, newly generated images
were based on the actual wafer map images, created by
following the data augmentation techniques. The primary
purpose of data augmentation has been twofold; balancing
class distribution in the real data and generating a more com-
prehensive training set, reducing overfitting, and producing a
more generalized model.

3) IMBALANCE ADDRESSING STRATEGY
Wafer map data is imbalanced by nature; non-pattern class
carries maximum instances, and defect classes have vari-
able frequencies. Therefore, consistent use of data-level
imbalance addressing methods has been observed in the
preprocessing phase. The reason may be their ease of
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TABLE 10. Summary of learning outcomes in RQs 1, 2, and 3.
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TABLE 10. (Continued.) Summary of learning outcomes in RQs 1, 2, and 3.
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TABLE 10. (Continued.) Summary of learning outcomes in RQs 1, 2, and 3.
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FIGURE 8. A summary of the algorithms, networks, applications and challenges of deep learning for
wafer map defect recognition.

TABLE 11. Challenges and solutions.

implementation as compared to the algorithmic-level imbal-
ance handling strategies. Also, it is customary to generate
more data by augmentation as deep networks like abundance
of training data. So, it is a natural tendency to opt for over-
sampling for class equalization and robust training.

D. LEARNING OUTCOMES FROM THE RQs
A review of the RQs shows that deep learning has made
a strong presence in silicon wafer defect recognition in a
short span of only four years. A massive volume of research
covering all aspects of defect pattern recognition with deep
learning has been contributed. We see simple feature extrac-
tors, small binary class detectors and complex classifiers,
a combination of various architectures, and learning algo-
rithms. Table 10. summarizes the learning outcomes from the
RQs 1, 2 and 3.

E. GENERAL DISCUSSION ON ADDRESSING THE SPECIFIC
ISSUES
Table 11. lists the challenges tried to be solved by the stud-
ies presented in this review. On the top of the list is the
unavailability of real data for research and development. Lack

of labeled data because of the limitations of manual data
labeling is also a hurdle. Imbalanced class distribution of real
data is a major issue that needs to be solved while working
with defect data. Identification of multiple defect patterns
on a single wafer and the emergence of new defect patterns
that were unknown at the model training time are also big
challenges for the researchers.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
We conclude this SLR by summarizing the findings and
giving some future directions. A complete picture of what has
been learnt so far is shown in Fig. 8. It shows the learning
algorithms, network types, applications of deep learning for
wafer map defects, and the major challenges in this field.

A. CONCLUSION
The publications included in this SLR have employed various
deep learning algorithms and architectures, depending on the
scope of the research and the availability of data. Every paper
investigated some aspects of the wafer defect recognition
with deep learning. Alongside the general issues of classi-
fication and clustering, more specific issues of class imbal-
ance, instance labeling, data synthesis, and feature extraction
have been addressed. We see a range of learning algorithms,
including supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and
hybrid learning. The types of deep networks and architectures
comprise CNN, GAN, and various kinds of AEs. The use
of pre-trained networks through transfer learning has also
been explored widely. Some of the studies investigated the
combination of multiple deep algorithms and other machine
learning techniques.

The choice of a particular method has been subjected to the
availability of the data and the research objectives. Some of
the models have been used more than others. We observed
that CNN is the most preferred deep network. However,
the frequent use does not mean that it is the best choice for
the task, as in some cases, other architectures like AE and
GAN applied for the problem performed better than CNN.
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The fusion of deep algorithms with other machine learning
and image processing techniques was also promising.

We believe this SLR will pave the way for further research
on developing more effective solutions for the wafer map
defect-recognition problem. There is a need for more accurate
frameworks able to be applied in actual industrial setups.

In our future work, we aim to build on the outcomes of this
study, focusing on designing deep classifiers for wafer map
defects taking into account the class imbalance of the data.

B. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the findings of this SLR, following directions
should be focused for further contribution to the field:

1) Providing real data for the research purpose. Accu-
rately labeled defect data for deep network training is
a must for exact feature learning. The industry should
take a step forward, engaging more collaborations from
academia.

2) Producing synthetic data similar to the real defect pat-
terns. The artificial wafers should reflect more realistic
trends of class sizes and defects morphology to develop
more effective models to handle the real data.

3) More imbalance management methods should be
examined, for example, algorithmic level methods,
cost-sensitive networks, and new cost functions.

4) More attention should be given to evaluate network
parameters; number of layers, activation and loss func-
tions, kernel and stride size, and regularization meth-
ods.

5) Fusion of networks and transfer learning have shown
better performance and need to be investigated more.

6) More accurate defect identification systems. The
accuracy of the defect learning networks should be
improved in working conditions to allow real-time
identification.

7) Reduction in the computational burden. Efficient learn-
ing algorithms should be developed to reduce training
time, memory, and processing resources.
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